
2 Bedroom Flat / Apartment,

Spectacular 2 bedroom flat for sale in the 

centre of Corralejo, Corralejo

€195,000
Ref: DH-XVPTCORRCGR2-0323

* Exclusive * 2 Beds * 1 Bath * 45sqm

Furnished: amueblado Refurbished: si Year Refurbished: 2022

tipo_agua: individual Kitchen Type: individual cocina_equipada: 1

material_ventanas: Aluminio tipo_ventanas: Corredera estado_edificio: En buen estado

Floor Type: gres Energy Certification_letra: G

Website: https://www.canarian-properties.com

Costa Adeje, Tenerife



Property Description

Destiny Home, the leading real estate agency in the Canary Islands offers you, exclusively, this 

spectacular 2 bedroom flat in Corralejo. Corralejo is a well known tourist resort with the best 

restaurants, bars and shops in the north of Fuerteventura. Not to forget its white sandy beaches. The 

property is located in the centre of Corralejo, two minutes away from the promenade. The main street 

is only one minute away and the pedestrian zone with all its fresh fish restaurants and trendy bars is 

less than 5 minutes walking distance. Waikiki beach is a 5 minute walk away. The property consists of 

two large bedrooms, one bathroom, living room, fully equipped open plan kitchen. Furthermore on the 

roof terrace there is a laundry room. This flat is refurbished, sold fully furnished and ready to move 

into. It would be ideal for a family as a first home or as a second residence to spend unforgettable 

holidays in Fuerteventura. It would also be a very good investment to rent for weeks or long term as it 

has a holiday home license. Don't let this opportunity pass you by! Do not hesitate to contact us for 

more information and arrange your viewing with Destiny Home Estate Agents, your reliable 

Fuerteventura real estate agent, experts in the Canary Islands with multilingual advisors! Save time 

and get the house you are looking for at the best price.[IW]
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